Abstract This paper investigates the optimal dynamic investment for an investor who maximizes constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) utility in a discrete-time market with a riskfree bond and a risky stock. The risky stock is assumed to present both the dividend risk and the price risk. With our assumptions, the dividend risk is equivalent to fundamental risk, and the price risk is equivalent to the noise trading risk. The analytical expression for the optimal investment strategy is obtained by dynamic programming. The main result in this paper highlights the importance of differentiating between noise trading risk and fundamental risk for the optimal dynamic investment.
Introduction
In the last few decades, there is a growing interest in studying the impact of noise trading on the market, despite the argument presented by Friedman [1] , who succinctly argued speculators on average sell low buy high, and will be driven out of the market; hence, they will not affect prices too much and, even if they can, they will not do so for long. Recent studies, on the other hand, have provided different views on noise trading. Kyle [2] introduced the notion of "noise traders" to describe those traders who do not own private information and invest randomly. Black [3] defined the "noise traders" as those who trade irrationally on noise as if it were information. De Long et. al. [4] (thereafter refers as DSSW) developed an overlappinggeneration noise trading model and demonstrated that the irrational noise traders may not be driven out of the market by the rational investors. The noise traders could affect the prices of assets and they could even earn a higher expected return for bearing more risk. Their model also provided additional insights on many financial anomalies, including excess volatility of asset prices, the mean reversion of stock returns, the underpricing of closed-end mutual funds, and the equity premium puzzle.
Palomino [5] studied the noise trading in an imperfect competitive market and concluded that noise traders may earn higher expected utility than rational investors. Kogan et. al. [6] reached a stronger conclusion about the price impact of noise trading: even with a negligible amount of wealth, noise traders can still exert significant influence on the asset price over a long period of time. Besides the theoretical studies on the impact of noise trading, some empirical studies showed that stock price is too volatile to be justified by changes in dividends, such as the stock price as mentioned in DSSW.
While more and more evidences about the existence of noise trading risk are found, little research has been conducted on managing risk associated with noise trading. This paper studies the optimal investment in the presence of noise trading risk. Though noise trading risk makes the returns of assets more volatile, we argue that it differs from any other risks in that it makes the returns of assets serially correlated even if noises in different periods are independent. This has an important implication on managing these risks. When returns are serially correlated, it is predictable, and can be hedged. In particular, if we suppose an investor holds one risky asset only for a long time, the noise trading risk before the horizon can be hedged entirely.
In this paper, we consider the optimal dynamic investment problem for a representative investor who maximizes his Constant Absolute Risk Aversion (CARA) utility in a market with fundamental risk and noise trading risk. We model fundamental risk as dividend risk and noise trading risk as price risk. In the DSSW model, dividends in different periods are independently, identically distributed (i.i.d.) and the return of the riskfree asset is a constant. The resulting price only fluctuates with the sentiment of noise traders so that price risk is equivalent to noise trading risk and dividend risk is equivalent to fundamental risk. In our dynamic investment model, we also make the same assumptions about dividend and riskfree rate as the DSSW model. The price of the risky asset, in our dynamic model, fluctuates as a normally distributed random variable.
The static investment model of DSSW suggested that only the total risk matters; the relative proportion of noise trading risk and fundamental risk is irrelevant for the investment decision. This is in sharp contrast to the finding in this paper when we extend the analysis to a dynamic setting. In our dynamic investment model, we conclude that the relative proportion of noise trading risk to fundamental risk does matter (see Theorem 1) . It is because of this reason that it is important to distinguish between noise trading risk and fundamental risk, especially in the context of dynamic investing.
Our work is related to dynamic investment with serially correlated returns. In our model, the excess return of the risky asset is first-order autocorrelated. The investor needs to solve the dynamic investment problem with serially correlated returns. Such a problem has been studied by a number of researchers [7−13] . Motivated by Balvers's work [7] , we also consider an investor who maximizes his CARA utility and tackle the problem by using the dynamic programming approach.
Our research, on the other hand, has some distinctive differences from the literature mentioned above. The existing literature did not consider the price risk and the autocorrelation caused by it. When autocorrelation is involved, it is usually assumed unconsciously that the price is determined. In this paper, we consider price risk as well as dividend risk. An important difference between price risk and dividend risk is that independent dividends do not lead to autocorrelation of return, while independent prices do. The second difference is that if one holds the risky asset for a long horizon, the price risk before the horizon will be totally hedged, while the dividend risk will not. In practice, the price risk is more important than the dividend risk, and a large proportion of the volatility of price cannot be explained by the change of information about future dividends [14] . Our work is also related to the literature about asset allocation with mean-reverting returns. The excess return of the risky asset in our model has the characteristic of mean-reversion because price fluctuates around its mean value. Since proposed by Poterba [15] and Fama [16] , the impact of mean-reversion has been extensively studied. Campbell and Viceira [17] and Campbell et al. [18] considered the optimization problem of an infinitely lived investor with Epstein-Zin recursive utility who needs to determine his dynamic consumption and investment strategies simultaneously. They derived the approximate solution of this problem, and concluded that mean-reversion reduces the long-term risk of stocks, which leads to an increase in the optimal allocation of stocks.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the model. Section 3 solves the optimal trading strategy. The optimal investment is analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
The Model
We consider a market that trades only in discrete time, indexed by t = 0, 1, 2, · · · . We refer to period t as the interval from time t to time t+1. There are two assets in our assumed market: a riskfree bond which earns a constant rate of return r > 0, and a risky stock with stochastic return determined by its dividend and price. We use d t to denote the time-t dividend contributed by each unit of stock with its dividend process being i.i. 
We assume the investor has an investment horizon of T periods. When he first enters the market at time 0, he is immediately faced with a decision of allocating his initial wealth W 0 between the riskfree asset and the risky asset. In the subsequent T − 1 trading time periods prior to the terminal time T , he can restructure his investment portfolio. Let A t represent the number of units of the stock the investor holds at time t. There is no short-sale constraint so that it is possible to have A t < 0. This implies that the sequence {A t , t = 0, 1, · · · , T − 1} gives the trading strategy for investing in the underlying stock. The remaining wealth is invested in the riskless bond. Consequently, the investor's wealth evolves according to
We further assume the investor is an expected utility maximizer governed by the CARA utility function of the form
where γ measures the degree of absolute risk aversion. He is concerned with the utility of wealth at the terminal time T with corresponding utility U (W T ). The trading strategy is optimally determined by solving the optimization problem
subject to the wealth dynamics in Equation (3) . As the maximization of utility function in Equation (4) is a separable problem in the sense of dynamic programming, Bellman optimization theorem can be adopted to obtain the optimal strategy. By defining V (t, ·, ·) as the value function at time t and E t as the expectation operator conditional on the information available at time t, the Bellman equation of dynamic programming can be written as
The Optimal Trading Strategy
The following theorem, the main result of this paper, yields the solution to the optimization problem (5) .
Theorem 1 For the maximization problem (5) while subject to the wealth dynamics (3), the optimal dynamic trading strategy is given by
where
g T −t−1 and h T −t−1 are given by the following two iterative equations:
with initial conditions g 0 = 1 and h 0 = 0, and
captures the relative proportion of fundamental risk to noise trading risk. Proof Working from the value function (6), the first-order condition for A t is
where, for convenience, we denote partial derivatives with a subscript (with the exception of time subscripts) and neglect parameters other than t. By enveloping condition for W t , we obtain from Equations (6) and (3) that
Furthermore, the terminal condition from Equation (6) leads to
Using Equations (6) and (12) recursively and combining the above equation, we have
Substituting the above equation into Equation (11) produces
Recall now the Stein's Lemma [19] (which states that if X and Y are bivariate normal, then Cov(X, f (y)) = E[f (y)]Cov(X, Y ) for any differentiable function f (·)). We have
Substituting Equation (16) into (15) leads to
It follows from Equations (1) and (3) that
dV (t + 1) dp t+1
By enveloping condition for p t and d t , we obtain from Equation (6) that
Substituting Equation (14) into Equation (20), we get
Taking conditional expectation on equations (18) and (19) and noting Equation (14) and the fact that E t [V (t + 1)] = V (t) from Equation (6), we have
Substituting the above two equations into Equation (17) leads to
We guess that γA t (1 + r) T −t−1 has the following form:
where g T −t−1 and h T −t−1 are constants and depend on p t , and d − rp is the unconditional mean of r t . Rewriting the above equation yields
Comparing with Equation (26), we have
It is easy to obtain the optimal strategy for the last period from the first-order condition. This gives the initial condition for the above iteration equations: g 0 = 1 and h 0 = 0.
Equations (34) and (35) indicate that g T −t−1 and h T −t−1 only depend on the following four factors:
So the guessed formation for the optimal strategy is correct. Using Equation (10), Equations (34) and (35) can be simplified to Equations (8) and (9).
Balvers [7] studied the optimal dynamic investment when the returns of risky asset follow ARMA(1,1) model with the AR(1) model and the MA(1) model as its special cases. In our model, the series of stock returns are also autocorrelated, and is similar to the series described by MA(1) model in that both series have only the nonzero first-order autocovariance function. It can be easily shown by Equation (1) and the assumptions about the series {d t } and {p t } that
Cov t (r t+s − E t (r t+s ), r t ) = 0, ∀s > 0.
It should be pointed out that our return model cannot be incorporated into the ARMA models. The difference is that the returns in our model are driven by two independent stochastic processes, i.e., {d t } and {p t }, while all ARMA models are driven by only one stochastic process. This difference is important. It makes the solution for the optimal investment in our model distinctively more complicated than that obtained by Balvers [7] . Though ARMA model is a commonly used model, it is not sufficient for capturing the financial time series. Many time series may be driven by several risk factors. While different risk factors may not be equivalent to a single one in discussing about risk management.
Theorem 1 demonstrates that the noise trading risk is not equivalent to fundamental risk in dynamic investment. Equations (8) and (9) show that when t < T − 1, g T −t−1 and h T −t−1 , which determine the optimal dynamic investment A t , depend on k, the relative proportion of fundamental risk to noise trading risk. This result is interesting in the sense that in static investment, noise trading risk makes no difference with fundamental risk. This can be deduced by setting t = T − 1 in Theorem 1 (DSSW also concluded a similar result).
In contrast, the noise trading risk shows different implications on dynamic investment from that in the static investment setting. This can be explained intuitively by the notion of serial correlation. The noise trading risk, i.e., the price fluctuation, will cause serial correlation of risky asset returns, even if price fluctuations in different periods are independent. While the independent fundamental risk, i.e., the dividend risk in this model, cannot cause serial correlation of risky asset returns, the serial correlation of risky asset returns caused by noise trading risk can be exploited, but only in the case of dynamic investment. † † Sometimes we say there is predictability in the returns if they are serially correlated. The predictability, however, is somewhat different from serial correlation. To see this, note that firstly because returns may be predictable for other reasons, such as correlating with macroeconomic factors. Secondly because we can exploit the predictability in returns by static investment. Here the investor adopting the static investment can exploit the predictability for the sake of noise trading risk by adjusting his investment according to the price, but cannot exploit the serial correlation caused by noise trading risk.
Conclusions
Our analytical trading strategy shows that noise trading risk differs from fundamental risk in dynamic investment. In the context of serial correlation, dynamic investment and static investment differ significantly. Since noise trading causes serial correlation in excess return of stock, it is important to study noise trading in a dynamic setting.
While there is an abundant evidence of noise trading risks, numerous literature still does not make distinction between noise trading risk and fundamental risk. The results in this paper clearly pointed out that ignoring noise trading risk can lead to erroneously investment allocation. Thus it is of paramount importance to distinguish between noise trading risk and fundamental risk, i.e., differentiate between the capital gains and the dividend gains, in the dynamic investment.
